The two-hundredth JPAS subscriber is Dr. Solomon Gashaw, thus we welcome him, and all of our subscribers, as we build an African centered world community.

Solomon Gashaw is an Associate Professor of Sociology at the University of Minnesota at Morris. He has diplomas in Political Science and Library Science, a B.A. in History from Haile Sellasie I University (Addis Ababa, Ethiopia), a Ph.D. in Sociology from the University of Wisconsin at Madison, and a S.J.D. (Doctor of Juridical Science) from the University of Wisconsin Law School.

His research interest includes social change in Africa, Jurisprudence, social theory, revolution, class, ethnicity, globalization, and relations between recent African immigrants and African-Americans. Some of his publications include, Agrarian Transition and Capital Accumulation in Ethiopia; Ethnocentric Interpretation of Ethiopian History; Nationalism and Ethnicity in Ethiopia; The State and its Ethnic Politicise in Southern Ethiopia; The Southern Nations, Nationalities and Peoples Regional State. Dr. Gashaw is actively involved in many community activities. He has served as Board Chairman of the Ethiopian Community in Minnesota, Chair of the Human Rights Council Chapter in Minnesota, Board Member of the Ethiopian in Minnesota Incorporated, Voices of Ethiopia, African Immigrants, and as an Executive Member of the Ethiopian Research Council.